Will Our Children Have Faith?

“The Wedge”
– original work by the Reverend Don Kimball
– adapted by Lisa Kimball
– J.H. Westerhoff, III (1976)

Theology of Engagement
- Owned Faith*

Theology of Identity
- Searching Faith*

Theology of Evangelism
- Affiliative Faith*

Theology of Invitation
- Experienced Faith*

COMMUNITY
- Theology of Engagement
- Theology of Identity
- Affiliative Faith*
- Searching Faith*
- Moment of recognition
- “Ah ha!”

CATECHESIS
- Theology of Engagement
- Owned Faith*

ACTION
- Theology of Engagement
- Owned Faith*

WELCOME
- Theology of Invitation
- Experienced Faith*

EXPERIENCED
- Show Up (contact)
- Listen (connection)
- Be Moved (commitment)
- Tell the Truth (conversion)

The Gospel is . . .